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An acute, nationwide housing shortage is
giving rise to increased homelessness and
affordability problems. In addition,
Birmingham’s population is projected to rise by
45,000 households by 2016. Despite the high
level of housing need throughout the region,
there are also a significant number of
properties lying empty.
Though empty homes are not the whole
answer to the current housing crisis,
government and local authorities cannot ignore
their potential and the need to ensure that
owners are both encouraged, and where
appropriate, required to unlock the potential
of this wasted resource.
There is now increased emphasis on
government policies tackling the issue of
empty homes, and a series of Comprehensive
Performance Assessments (CPA) and Best
Value Performance Indicators (BVPI) have been
introduced to address this. Local authorities
must now report against targets measuring the
numbers and the length of time private sector
and council housing stock is allowed to lie
empty.
This strategy and action plan updates the
2003 strategy, that was based on earlier
experience, in order to incorporate new
initiatives and revised targets to be achieved
by 2012.
 Significant improvements have been made
in dealing with empty homes since the
publication of Birmingham’s last Empty
Property Strategy in 2003.
 The strategy shows that Birmingham is
now performing well across all tenures
against all comparable authorities. It
details the sustained improvement in
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performance against private sector CPA
indicators H18 and H23, both of which are
now within target.
 Birmingham City Council has been
successful in delivering a sustained
reduction in the percentage of council
properties lying empty since 2003/4, and
in reducing the average number of days
each property lies empty between lettings.
(BVPI212)

citywide. Targets are designed to ensure
that empty property levels and re-let times
are reduced to, and sustained at, the
lowest levels to date.
The success Birmingham has had in tackling
empty properties across all tenures since
2003 has been considerable. We aim to
continue to build on this, to ensure the city
has the largest, highest quality housing stock
possible to accommodate both its existing and
future citizens.

Strategy objectives and targets
Fundamentally the strategy aims to continue to
reduce the number of empty properties that
are having a detrimental impact on the
communities in which they are situated, and
are potentially reducing the level of affordable
housing in the city.

Councillor John Lines,
Cabinet Member for Housing

In addition to government targets, the strategy
sets a number of challenging local
performance indicators to be achieved
between now and 2012.
 Private sector stock – To return 1,250
BVPI64 qualifying properties to use by
2012. The action plan particularly targets
affordable property types, and areas of the
city where overcrowding is currently most
prevalent. The Strategy Action Plan
includes a series of ‘SMART’ supporting
actions to ensure delivery of targets, and
to ensure that we continuously seek to
improve and innovate the way in which we
work.
 Council stock – ‘The Birmingham City
Council Voids and Lettings Action Plan’
highlights actions designed to develop an
efficient, consistent, customer focused
empty properties and letting service
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There is increasing pressure on housing
authorities to develop effective empty homes
strategies to make best use of the existing
housing stock in the face of a growing
population, increases in the rate of household
formation driven by smaller household sizes,
and growing pressure on local authorities
and registered social landlord housing,
characterised in its most acute form as
homelessness. There are currently
approximately 750 households registered as
being in temporary accommodation in
Birmingham.

progress against all four indicators is detailed
in section six.

2.3 Community Strategy – ‘Taking
Birmingham Forward’ 2005 – 2010

H18

Percentage of total private sector
homes empty for more than six
months.
Empty private sector homes returned
to use or demolished as a
percentage of total relevant empty
properties.
Number of individual empty private
sector homes returned to use or
demolished.

The council and the Birmingham Strategic
Partnership, which brings together
representatives of businesses, voluntary
organisations, local communities and public
agencies including the police and NHS, have
prepared this document. The shared vision
sees Birmingham as:

There is an undersupply of housing in
Birmingham to meet the high demand for
property across all housing tenures and price
brackets. This has inevitably resulted in
increased house prices. Returning empty
properties to use can make a significant
contribution to increasing overall housing
supply and meeting demand.

BVPI64 refers to successful outcomes as
those that occur ‘directly as a result of action
it (the local authority) undertook or initiated’.
The key factor is that the specific outcome
achieved depended entirely on the local
authority’s involvement. Files of evidence must
be prepared for audit purposes in support of
figures submitted against this indicator.

 a city whose local neighbourhoods and
vibrant urban villages are flourishing and
whose people benefit from prosperity.

2.1 Linking local, regional and national
priorities
Key Line of Enquiry (KLOE two)
The Audit Commission’s KLOE two identifies
bringing empty homes back into use as part of
demonstrating how council policies are
effective in enabling people to remain in their
own homes in suitable and sustainable
properties.
Government performance indicators
– private sector
The priority to be given to empty properties is
reflected in a number of performance
indicators that have been established by the
government as a means of assessing and
benchmarking the progress made by councils
in dealing with empty homes. Our continuing
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H23

BVPI64

Government performance indicators
– local authority stock
BVPI212 Average number of days properties
lie empty between lettings.

 a city of national and international
significance, which has a successful and
sustainable place in the world economy

The five criteria that make up Community
Strategy objective 11: a well-housed city, are
detailed below. Returning empty homes to use
that are suitable in type, size and location, can
clearly contribute to all five of the themes
identified.
Community Strategy objective 11:
A well-housed city
Decent Homes

2.2 Corporate and citywide policies
The council has worked hard to develop a
strong corporate focus, with integrated working
between different departments and a culture
of positive performance management and
innovation. We are working with many partners
to make sure services are increasingly
‘joined up’ and delivered seamlessly across
organisational barriers. We have modernised
the way we run the council, and are continuing
to do so in a way that is open and
accountable.



Restructuring housing markets



Affordable homes



Supporting vulnerable people



Improved housing services



2.4 The Council Plan 2007 – 2010
The Council Plan 2007 – 2010 highlights how
we intend Birmingham to be a city with a
strong and sustainable economy offering
benefits to all its citizens. A city where people
are safe, well-housed and healthy; where
people want to live, work and visit, and where
businesses and government choose to invest.
The plan translates ‘Taking Birmingham
Forward’ into a set of six clear strategic
outcomes and priorities for the council. These
outcomes must be integral to all work we do
and are detailed in the table on the next page.
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 children and young people

Council Plan 2007 – 2010:
Six strategic outcomes

 safer and stronger communities

 economic development and enterprise

Succeeding economically
Staying safe



Being healthy



Enjoying a high quality of life



Making a contribution
Raising our game



By returning increased numbers of more
affordable property types to use in the most
overcrowded area in the city, it is enabling
more people, often those in vulnerable groups,
to secure a safer, healthier and higher quality
of life. We will succeed in raising our game by
continually striving to improve our approach to
this important customer service through
excellence and innovation.

2.5 The Local Area Agreement (LAA) and
the Birmingham Strategic Partnership
The Birmingham Local Area Agreement
demonstrates a new relationship with central
government. Its aim is to improve key
outcomes for Birmingham by making better
use of funding, innovative delivery of services
and strengthening partnership working.
Housing is a cross cutting theme within the
LAA.
LAAs are annually updated and have outcomes
and indicators around:
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 healthy communities and older people.
Communities and Local Government guidance
developed for 2006/7 sets out several
outcomes and associated indicators for each
block. The safer and stronger communities
blocks relate to issues associated with empty
properties around improving the quality of life
for people in disadvantaged neighbourhoods,
as well as reducing crime. Outcomes within the
economic development and enterprise block
include ‘increasing housing supply in a
sustainable way’. Returning empty properties
to use helps in increasing the overall housing
supply.

2.6 Partnership, joint working and shared
objectives
A key area where partnership working can
be demonstrated is through the City Housing
Partnership (CHP). The new strategic
partnership for the housing sector will take
forward the key issues currently facing the
sector by bringing together a range of partners
at board and operational level. The CHP will
also ensure that housing is able to contribute
to corporate agendas facing the city as a
whole.

Birmingham City Council recognises that a
strategy for dealing with empty and derelict
properties must be set within a wider
regeneration framework and aligned with other
emerging key issues, such as making a
contribution towards the provision of
affordable housing throughout the city. At a
strategic and citywide level therefore, this
document also needs to be linked and
considered in conjunction with the following
key documents:
 Housing Strategy 2005+ and forthcoming
Housing Plan 2008 – 11.
 Homelessness Strategy.
 3-Star Action Plan.

 The Development Plan.
The following Empty Property Strategy and
action plan sets out the detail of how
Birmingham intends to address the problems
of all long-term empty homes, wherever they
are situated and wherever they blight the
neighbourhood in which they exist.

The Empty Property Strategy is not a
stand-alone initiative. It is one part of the
overall Housing Strategy that, in turn, is
derived from the broader corporate strategy of
the council as a whole. We will ensure that the
profile of the Empty Property Strategy is
communicated within the wider Housing
Strategy.
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3.1 Purpose of the strategy
 To set out the strategic direction for empty
property work citywide.
 To set out an action plan with targets and
milestones to deliver the strategy up to
2012.
 To continue to devise solutions that will
address the issues that are the root cause
of properties becoming empty and
remaining under-used for long periods.
 To assist the provision of good quality,
affordable housing.
 To ensure that all government targets
relating to empty homes (BVPI64 and 212,
H18 and H23) are achieved.
Strategic context
Despite an acute housing shortage across
England, there are just under 300,000
properties that have been empty for more than
six months and, across the board, the vast
majority (86 per cent) of this property is within
the private sector.
Empty homes are not the whole answer to the
current housing crisis, but government and
local authorities cannot ignore their potential
and the need to ensure that owners are both
encouraged, and where appropriate, required
to unlock the potential of this wasted
resource.
Since 2004 the government has introduced a
number of Best Value indicators relating to
empty properties. These enable comparisons
between the performances of different
housing authorities. The number of empty
properties within an authority is also a
criterion upon which the council’s performance
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is judged, under the local public service floor
target Public Service Agreement (PSA) and the
Comprehensive Performance Assessment
(CPA) measures.
This document updates the Birmingham Empty
Property Strategy 2003, which was based on
earlier experience, in order to incorporate new
initiatives and the revised targets that are to
be achieved by 2012.

 In addition to BVPI qualifying properties
returned to use, return an additional 100
properties to use per year through a level
of intervention not deemed adequate to
qualify under BVPI64 definition.
The strategy action plan contains a number of
‘SMART’ supporting actions designed to
ensure that we continuously manage, review
and improve our performance in pursuit of
these targets.

3.3 Links to affordable housing policy
3.5 Strategy targets – public sector
Birmingham has a high need for affordable
housing and the reoccupation of empty homes
will assist in reducing that need. It is therefore
a key component of the Empty Property
Strategy to contribute towards the provision of
affordable housing throughout the city.

3.4 Strategy targets – private sector
 With proactive emphasis on targeting
long-term empty properties, reduce the
number of privately owned, BVPI64
qualifying empty homes in the city by
1,250 by 2012.
 Ensure that at least 60 per cent of these
properties are family-sized homes (three
or more bedrooms) in Council Tax bands
A to C.

The strategy action plan details targets relating
to a number of areas including empty property
turnaround times and property repairs, as well
as measures to reduce the number of
properties becoming vacant in the first place.
Measures include:
 reducing average empty property
turnaround times in all property types
 reducing the number of long-term
re-lettable empty properties
 increasing levels of satisfaction with
property conditions and numbers of
properties let first time
 reducing the number of tenancy failures
through increased tenancy support.

 Ensure that at least 20 per cent of these
properties are in the Urban Living area and
a further 20 per cent are in East
Birmingham Housing Market Area. These
two housing markets display relatively high
levels of both empty properties and
over-crowding.
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3.6 Empty Property Strategy 2003
In December 2003, Birmingham published a
strategy with broad objectives that would
establish a baseline on private sector empty
properties across the city.

 commissioned a research project,
undertaken by MORI, into the reasons why
properties become empty, are held empty,
and what would encourage owners to bring
them back into use – see sub section 4.5
(page 23)

 recruited and established a new Empty
Property Team of six officers

 analysed empty property data supplied by
the Council Tax Team looking at how empty
properties are distributed geographically,
and how properties are distributed by
period empty – see sub section 4.2
(page 16)

 produced a database of properties that
have been empty for more than five years,
which forms the basis of the proactive
empty property service

 developed our relationship with the Council
Tax Team enabling the provision of regular
and comprehensive information including
property owners’ names and addresses

 returned 256 BVPI64 qualifying empty
properties to use, many in areas which
have historically shown a high level of
empty properties and decline

 reduced the Council Tax discount on empty
properties in April 2005 from 50 per cent
to 10 per cent, as a disincentive to owners
keeping property empty.

Since 2003 a number of initiatives have been
undertaken to move the strategy forward.
Specifically, we have:

 adopted a proactive stance in addressing
the wasted potential that exists in empty
flats over shops – see section 5 (page 30)
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4.1 National context
Although Birmingham has a large number of
empty properties, this is to be expected as it
is the largest authority in the UK in relative
terms. With a total empty property rate of
three per cent at April 2006 it compared
favourably with all similar authorities.
Cities such as Sheffield, that removed the
empty property discount on Council Tax a few
years ago, have seen significant reductions in
the number of empty properties. This may not
be a true reflection of the empty property
situation as owners may be re-registering their
property as ‘single occupancy’, so that they
continue to receive a Council Tax discount.
Birmingham reduced its empty property
discount in April 2005. This has yet to give
rise, however, to any significant increase in the
number of ‘single occupancy’ homes.
It should also be noted that there has been
some reduction in the number of private sector
properties recorded as empty in Birmingham
due to improvements in the accuracy of
Council Tax records.

Figure one: Empty homes in England as at April 2006 – selected comparison cities – HIP returns
Local authority Total
% of
number of empty
empty
homes
properties

Wolverhampton

% of local
authority
empty
homes

Number of
registered
social
landlord
empty
homes

% of
registered
social
landlord
empty
homes

Number
of
privately
owned
empty
homes

% of
privately
owned
empty
homes

Number
of
privately
owned
homes
empty for
more than
six months

% of
privately
owned
homes
empty for
more
than six
months

5,101

4.9

813

3.3

72

1.2

4,212

5.7

1,762

2.4

12,577

6.2

751

1.9

951

3.1

10,661

8.1

7,504

5.7

4,921

4.8

956

3.7

287

4.9

3,678

5.3

3,111

4.4

Liverpool

13,880

6.6

1,212

7.0

2,366

5.8

10,302

6.9

7,432

5.0

Leicester

5,428

4.5

172

0.7

197

2.0

5,059

5.7

2,924

3.3

10,468

3.3

1,241

2.0

303

2.1

8,924

3.7

5,966

2.4

Sheffield

4,117

3.3

1,269

2.6

322

2.5

2,526

1.5

1,774

1.1

Newcastle

6,277

5.2

1,140

3.7

334

4.9

4,785

5.8

3,573

4.3

Bristol

6,817

3.8

453

1.6

435

4.2

5,929

4.3

2,105

1.5

Nottingham

5,653

4.5

1,158

3.8

401

4.2

4,055

4.7

2,153

2.5

Birmingham

12,559

3.0

1,116

1.6

428

1.1

10,876

3.6

7,703

2.5

Manchester

Salford

Leeds
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Number
of local
authority
empty
homes
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Figure two: Empty homes (all tenures) in England at April 2006
– selected comparison cities – HIP return data
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Figure three: Number of private sector empty
properties by period empty at October 2007
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Figure four: Percentage of private sector
empty properties by HMA
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A further 1,393 properties had been empty for
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Usually, the longer a property is empty, the
more dilapidated, and therefore problematic
it is likely to become. These are also the
properties least likely to be returned to use
without intervention. It is for this reason that
the department has targeted a reduction in
the number of long-term empty properties in
the city.

At October 2007, the average citywide private
sector empty property rate was 3.2 per cent.
Four of the city’s nine HMAs (City Centre,
North West Birmingham, East Birmingham and
Suburban Ring South) have an above average
empty property rate. These four HMAs contain
44 per cent of the city’s private housing stock,
but account for 67 per cent of its privately
owned empty properties.

Ce
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Breakdown of empty properties by period empty
Within any urban conurbation there will be
churning of the housing market that will result
in a proportion of property being empty for a
period of time. This period of time is usually
relatively short. Figure three illustrates that at
the end of October 2007, 5,410 of
Birmingham’s empty properties had been
unoccupied for less than 12 months. This
figure represents 55 per cent of the total
number of properties empty and 1.7
per cent of the city’s total private housing
stock.

less than two years, and as a cumulative total,
just over 79.3 per cent had been empty for
less than three years. Numbers continue to
drop off steadily after three years. Numbers
only rise again where properties empty for nine
years or longer have been banded together.
This figure includes cases where the
ownership of empty properties is unknown and
is difficult to establish.
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4.2 Private sector stock analysis
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Distribution of privately owned empty properties
by housing market area
Birmingham is the largest metropolitan
authority in the country. To reflect the differing
functions and characteristics of its diverse
housing markets, the city is divided into nine
housing market areas (HMAs). These are
illustrated in appendix two. The size of the
privately owned housing stock varies
considerably between HMAs, so it is useful to
look at empty properties in individual HMAs as
a percentage of their overall private housing
stock. See figure four.
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 do not qualify as affordable homes

Figure five: BVPI64 qualifying private sector properties
returned to use April 2005 – March 2007 by HMA
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* See sub section titled ‘Flats over shops’ –
page 30.
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BVPI64 qualifying properties returned to use:
April 2005 to March 2007
Figure five is a breakdown of how the 256
private sector empty properties returned to
use between 1 April 2005 and 31 March 2007
are broken down by HMA. It is important to
note that the 256 figure does not include the
significant number of properties returned to
use through lower level interventions that do
not qualify as hits under the stringent criteria
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Current information indicates that just under
ten per cent of properties built in the city
centre in the last five years are unoccupied.
We will be monitoring this situation as part of
the annual strategy review.

an

While a proportion of recently built city centre
apartments are currently empty, they rarely
impact on the surrounding environment in the
same way as empty homes elsewhere in the
city. Particularly they:

 are not having a detrimental impact on the
surrounding environment or giving rise to
neighbourhood nuisance.

rb

 Empty flats over commercial premises* are
common throughout the city. The effect of
empty flats over commercial premises in
the city centre, together with the previous
factors, is compounded due to the City
Centre HMA being a smaller residential
housing market than any other. Together
these factors combine to inflate the empty
property rate for this HMA.

 are not failing the Decent Homes standard

of BVPI64. The team returned an additional
183 properties to use through lower level
intervention during 2006/7. A new local
performance indictor has been devised to
capture these and is detailed in section eight.

bu

 A proportion of recently built city centre
apartments have been registered on
Council Tax records, but a significant
period of time may elapse before they
become occupied.

 are small in size

Su

A number of factors need to be considered in
relation to the high relative incidence of empty
properties in the City Centre HMA.

Figure five illustrates how almost half of the
256 private sector properties returned to use
between April 2005 and March 2007 were
concentrated in the Suburban Ring South HMA.
This is partly due to the fact that several areas
in this HMA have been targeted through a
combination of Neighbourhood Renewal Fund
and Single Regeneration Budget funding for a
number of years. Sparkbrook in east
Birmingham was the first area to be targeted
for empty homes back in 2000/1.
Since November 2006 the Private Sector
Empty Property Team have, for the first time,
taken full control of empty property matters in
the Urban Living Pathfinder area. In that time,
the team has undertaken a complete empty
property ‘audit’ of the area, and is now
working to ensure that at least 20 per cent of
all BVPI qualifying properties returned to use
are in the North West Birmingham HMA.
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4.3 Local authority stock analysis

Private sector empty properties returned to use –
April 2005 – March 2007

The Housing and Constituencies Directorate is
continuing to work to:
 reduce the level of empty property rent
loss
 ensure houses are available to re-let as
quickly as possible
 achieve greater value for money and
improved customer service.
Figure six illustrates the success we have had
in reducing the number of empty council
properties since 2003/4. We have now
succeeded in achieving the objective of
reducing empty property levels in council stock
to below two per cent, a target in the 2003
Empty Property Strategy. At 31 March 2007,
the empty property rate in council stock was
1.78 per cent.

Figure six: Birmingham City Council’s
empty properties as percentage of stock
3.0

2006/7 average turnaround time improved to
45.3 days. During the first quarter of 2007/8
(April – June), an average figure of 40.8 days
was achieved. In the second quarter the city
had, for the first time, achieved a within target
average figure of 32.2 days.

2.5
2.0
1.5
1.0
0.5
0.0
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2006/7

The major CPA target BVPI212 has been in
effect since 2005/6. The average turnaround
time in 2005/6 was 54.1 days. Since then we
have been incrementally improving our
performance towards a 36 day target. In
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Breakdown by period empty
Figure seven (page 22) shows Birmingham City
Council empty homes by period empty. The
majority of council empty properties, 70 per
cent, fall within the 0 – 6 months period, with a
further nine per cent within the 6 – 12 month
period. The remaining 21 per cent have been
empty for over one year.
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Figure seven: Number of empty Birmingham City
Council properties by period empty at October 2007
800

Breakdown by housing market area
Three out of the nine HMAs have empty
property rates above the current city average
of 1.29 per cent. See figure eight below.

Figure nine: Perecentage of RSL
properties empty by HMA at October 2007
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Figure eight: Percentage of council stock
empty by HMA at October 2007
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The high proportion of unoccupied council
properties amongst our sheltered housing
stock is being investigated within the remit of
the sheltered housing review.
As part of this review, a number of schemes
have been identified as having no long-term
future. These are being considered for
possible use by client groups other than older
people, and where bedsit accommodation
exists, conversion to larger units.
There are 37 properties (19.1 per cent) that
have been vacant for six months or more. Of
these, 26 are being held for future clearance
and 11 for disposal. The percentage of total
stock empty for more than six months is
0.29 per cent.
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At 31 October 2007, there were 869 empty
properties, which is 1.17 per cent of the total
stock. Of these, 712 (82 per cent) were to be
re-let and 173 of the properties available for
re-letting (24.3 per cent) are identified as
sheltered accommodation. Of the 157
re-lettable properties empty for longer than six
months, 66 (42 per cent) are sheltered
accommodation.

4.4 Registered social landlord stock
At October 2007, the citywide average empty
property rate on registered social landlord
(RSL) stock was 2.6 per cent. We have a high
degree of confidence in the accuracy of this
figure and that it represents a normal turnover
rate for the sector. Working through the City
Housing Partnership we have completed an
information sharing exercise with the RSL
sector, which is giving us a comprehensive, up
to date picture on all aspects of RSL stock in
the city. The information, which will be updated
annually, covers property details including
location, type, size and Decent Homes status.
Figure nine illustrates the distribution of empty
RSL properties by HMA.

MORI – survey of empty private properties
Approximately eight out of ten empty
properties are privately owned. For this reason
the department felt more intelligence was
needed around the issues and, in particular,
answers were required to the following
questions:
 Why do properties become empty for long
periods?
 How do owners acquire them?
 Why do owners acquire them?

 Why do owners keep them empty?

 What are owners’ intentions for their
property?
 What condition are empty properties in?
 What types of property are empty?

 What services would owners be interested
in that would encourage and assist them to
bring property back into use?
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Historically there has been a perception that
many owners of empty properties have
acquired them by accident, through a gift or
inheritance, and have no knowledge of the
options that are available to them.
The owners of empty properties are a varied
and unconnected group of people. To gain a
greater insight into the reasons many homes
lie empty for long periods MORI were
commissioned to undertake a research project
into privately owned empty properties. From
5,000 questionnaires that were sent to
owners of properties that had been empty for
nine months or over, 1,161 valid
questionnaires were returned, making the
findings statistically significant. The results
were first published in January 2005.
Key findings
 Seventy-five per cent of owners actively
bought their property. This is contrary to
the perception that many owners of empty
properties arrive there by accident. This
also shows that owners are economically

active people who have access to funds
either from their own resources or through
a mortgage.
 Only 40 per cent of owners have a
mortgage against their property, which
further demonstrates owners’ capacity to
access their own personal funds. It also
represents a large amount of equity that
owners could release for property
renovation or for cash profit.
 Over half of owners rated the condition of
their property as good, which indicates that
many properties could be brought back
into use for little investment.
 Five in six owners say that they only
sometimes or never experience problems
with their empty property. Clearly whilst
neighbours and home buyers are
experiencing problems with unsightly
property, associated crime and an
undersupply of housing, the owners of
empty properties appear unaware of any
problems they can cause.

 While properties are increasing in value
and not causing their owners particular
problems, there is little motivation for them
to bring their property back into use.
 It would appear then, that owners need to
be confronted with the issues and offered
possible solutions.
 The main reason that owners give for their
property being empty is that it is being, or
needs to be, renovated. Given that most
owners say that their properties are in
good condition, it must be assumed that
the level of resource required to renovate
or repair is relatively small.

Significant progress has been made in
reducing the number of empty properties in
both the public and private sector. In 2006
Birmingham was commended nationally by
the Empty Homes Agency for its research
work and proactive stance in establishing a
dedicated Empty Property Team and
database to proactively identify properties
as they become empty long-term.

 Over half of owners registered interest in
the services listed in the questionnaire
and expressed an interest in the services
designed to bring their properties back into
use. These include private sector leasing,
website advertising, and purchase by
Housing Association and Home
Improvement Agency services. This gives a
clear indication that developing and
providing additional services that could be
accessed by owners to bring their
properties back into use would be hugely
beneficial.
 Half of owners said that their property
would eventually be let or sold. Only 20
per cent of owners expected to live in the
property themselves. This demonstrates a
clear leaning towards property ownership
as investment.
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There is no single solution that will solve all
empty property problems. But there is a wide
range of solutions from light intervention, such
as advice on selling property, through to
high-level intervention, such as compulsory
purchase. Birmingham City Council aims to
offer more than one solution to empty homes.
Clearly the ability to offer a broad, flexible
range of options to the owners of empty
properties achieves a greater level of success
than attempting to use the same solution for
every property and every property owner.
The local authority has a number of options
with regard to enforcement action that it can
adopt in cases where persuasion or the use of
incentives has proved to be unsuccessful in
dealing with the owners of empty properties.
In addition to the existing policy tools, the
Private Sector Empty Property Team is
developing and testing a range of new
approaches to return empty properties to use.
‘Enforcement concordat’
In compliance with the spirit of the
enforcement concordat, our approach will be
fair, equitable and incremental. The primary
function of central and local government
enforcement work is to protect the public, the
environment and various other groups such as
consumers. There is a need to carry out
enforcement functions in a consistent,
practical and equitable manner, which in turn
will help to promote a thriving local and
national economy. By complying with the
concordat, Birmingham City Council commits
itself to following policies and procedures that
contribute to Best Value and will provide
information to show that it is observing them.
Before progressing from one of the following
procedures to another, we will ensure that
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owners are fully advised and given an
opportunity and sufficient time to take
measures of their own to bring properties back
into use.
Commuted sums
Cabinet approval has been secured for a
proposal to use commuted sums, secured via
planning obligations instead of on-site
affordable housing, to purchase (by RSL
partner) large family homes in private
ownership that are currently standing empty
and that are economically and structurally
capable of refurbishment.
This will enable the provision of affordable
housing for people currently housed in
temporary accommodation and for those
people on the council’s waiting lists. The
scheme will achieve a number of objectives.
 Creating pathways of choice for people in
housing need.
 Enabling a reduction in the cost of
providing temporary accommodation.
 Enabling the provision of affordable large
family homes in the city.
 Reducing the number of empty properties
in the city.
 Increasing the number of decent homes in
the city.
Approximately £2.3million commuted sums are
currently held for the provision of affordable
housing. Several suitable properties have been
identified with an initial property purchase now
completed. Further properties will be acquired
during 2008/9 and 2009/10.

Compulsory Purchase Order (CPO)
CPOs are a lengthy legal process that the
council does not undertake lightly. They are
only used in appropriate cases, where despite
the council’s best endeavours, an owner has
consistently failed to bring an empty property
back into use.
Where a local authority has tried and failed to
return a property to use by all other methods,
compulsory purchase might be considered.
Compulsory purchase is perhaps the strongest
power available to tackle empty homes.
However, it is not a power that rests with the
local authority.
An authority may apply to the Secretary of
State for an order to be made. The local
authority needs to demonstrate there is a
compelling case in the public interest for the
property to be compulsorily purchased, and
that other methods of returning the property to
use have been tried and have failed.
Compulsory purchase proceedings are often
not completed because owners have been
prompted by the process to bring the property
back into use by themselves. Though
Compulsory Purchase Orders are a useful
device for local authorities, this type of action
tends to shift the ‘burden of responsibility’ to
resolve the under-used property. Therefore, an
alternative and quicker option is to pursue
Enforced Sale Orders in cases where owners
are reluctant to address the problems that
their empty property is causing the
neighbourhood.
Enforced Sale Orders
Enforced sale is actually a procedure that
allows local authorities to recover debt, but
can also serve as a way of bringing empty
properties back into use. The procedure gives
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local authorities the power to sell properties in
order to release the money tied up in the value
of the property. This enables them to recover
the money owed. Where the owner fails to
repay the debt secured on their property, the
power enables the local authority to force the
sale of the property in order to recover the
debt.
There are many ways in which such debts may
be incurred. An authority may incur a debt
against a property when it has secured it
against unlawful entry or undertaken works in
default following the service of a statutory
repair notice.
The Council Tax division has secured court
orders for the enforced sale of two long-term
empty properties with an outstanding Council
Tax bill. Further properties have been identified
by the Empty Property Team as appropriate for
acquisition using this power. Additional staff
and resources have been secured to deal
specifically with enforcement cases. In
addition, work has begun to develop a
‘performance framework' to monitor both Legal
Services’ and the Private Sector Empty
Property Team's performance towards
achieving outcomes relating to all empty
property enforcement powers.
Empty Dwelling Management Orders (EDMO)
The Housing Act 2004 contains provisions
about the occupation of privately owned empty
homes. The device for securing occupation of
empty homes is known as an Empty Dwelling
Management Order (EDMO). In certain
circumstances an EDMO enables a local
housing authority to take management control
of a property in order to secure occupation
of it.
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An EDMO allows a local housing authority to
effectively ‘step into the shoes’ of the owner
of an unoccupied property. If correctly used,
Empty Dwelling Management Orders provide an
opportunity for local authorities to deal with
empty homes in a way that was not previously
possible, and which strikes a balance between
the rights of the owner and the opportunity to
make better use of neglected empty
properties.

empro.co.uk – direct sale by owners to developers
Many owners of empty properties are keeping
homes empty due to lack of interest. They
don’t have the time or enthusiasm to either
sell or renovate their property. Some local
authorities have found that many owners take
the opportunity to sell when presented with a
potential buyer, and the time and effort
required in taking the initiative to instruct an
estate agent and so on is removed.

At the present time, RSLs working in
Birmingham would be reluctant to get involved
in managing properties we were to take control
of using this power. We are therefore
investigating ways in which we can tie in the
management of these properties along with
those targeted under other management
orders within the wider enforcement team.

empro.co.uk is an online service that aims to
bring together prospective landlords and
developers with long-term empty properties to
acquire and renovate. At a time of significant
housing market pressures it provides a
valuable resource to facilitate the re-use of
long-term empty properties at no cost to
owners or purchasers. The service is currently
available in west London and Birmingham.

Town and Country Planning Act 1990, Section 215
Where a property is having a detrimental
impact on the amenity of an area, a notice
under Section 215 of the Town and Country
Planning Act 1990 may be served requiring the
owner to address the unsightly external
appearance. Where an owner fails to comply
with such a notice, the council may undertake
the works in default and make a charge
against the property.
Not only would the use of Section 215 notices
improve the amenity of an area, but they could
also be used for the basis of an enforced sale.
Many local authorities are routinely using
Section 215 notices as a tool to help bring
properties back into use.
In Birmingham planning enforcement officers
are authorised to serve notice under this Act.
It is anticipated this will be broadened to
include empty property officers, with approval
expected during December 2007.

Developers register their interest in particular
properties with the website operator and their
details are passed onto the owner. The owner
is then able to contact the potential purchaser
and agree a sale. To date, the site has helped
facilitate the sale of three long-term empty
properties in Birmingham. A further 50
properties are presently advertised on the
site.
Grants and low cost loans
Offering financial support to owners of empty
properties, to pay for renovation works, would
be a popular intervention and a very effective
way of bringing empty property back into use.
However, owners of empty properties are often
capital rich, (they generally have very small
mortgages, if any), and are not therefore the
most appropriate recipients of public subsidy.
Keeping a property empty is antisocial on
many levels. It decreases the housing supply,
attracts crime and damages the local amenity.

Offering publicly funded subsidy to owners of
empty properties could therefore be viewed as
rewarding antisocial behaviour, and the council
does not currently grant aid or subsidised
loans to the owners of empty properties.
Consideration may be given, however, as part
of housing-led regeneration packages where
the council is encouraging all owners to
improve their homes.
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Flats over shops
One in six registered private residential empty
properties in Birmingham are found above
commercial premises such as shops and
pubs. Three housing market areas stand out
as having significantly more properties above
commercial premises. These are the City
Centre, East Birmingham and the Eastern
Periphery.

and are being used as part of the business
(such as for storage), the team makes a case
that the entire building be re-classified as
being for business use only and the ‘flat’ be
removed from the domestic property empty
property list. The Empty Property Team is
proactively encouraging owners to investigate
this option and working with Council Tax and
the Valuations Office to deliver this outcome.

Flats over commercial premises often remain
empty as there is no separate access and
owners are therefore reluctant to let them out.
Also, the accommodation offered may be in
need of modernisation and any money spent
may not be recovered in rental income. In
terms of the city’s wider objectives, these
properties are not currently a high priority, as
they rarely give rise to neighbourhood nuisance
and are often small in size. Nevertheless, they
have the potential to appeal to some groups.

In instances where appropriate access to the
flat above exists, or the possibility of
developing it exists, the team are informing
owners about the availability of Flat Conversion
Allowances. This scheme enables property
owners to claim up-front tax relief on the whole
of their capital spending on the renovation or
conversion of empty flats and offer them for
rent. This scheme has been set up by central
government which recognised the wasted
resource of flats above commercial premises,
and operates through the Inland Revenue.
There is, therefore, no cost to Birmingham City
Council.

The Empty Property Team is adopting a dual
approach to addressing this issue. In
instances where flats can only be accessed
internally from the commercial premises below

The spectrum of options open to local
authorities range from the light touch of
encouraging property owners to make use
of services that are already available in the
market through to forcibly taking ownership
of a property. A well-executed approach to
empty properties should involve a number
of possible options being available.

Proactive
(from Council Tax list)

Environmental
issues
Dangerous
structues

RESOLVE/REFER
IMMEDIATE ISSUES

Property security

INVESTIGATE
OWNERSHIP

Council Tax records

Discuss options

DIALOGUE
WITH OWNER

HM Land Registry

Advice and
encouragement
Enforcement options

OWNER
UNCOOPERATIVE

OWNER
COOPERATIVE

Private letting
RSL acquisition
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Criminal activity

Compulsary purchase

Renovation
Letting

Referral
(from public, MP, other BCC
department, external agency
and so on)

NEW CASE

Interviews with
neighbours

Sale

Essentially, people respond and do things
within the context of a human relationship.
Building and maintaining relationships with
property owners is perhaps the most
important aspect in a successful approach
to empty homes. In almost all cases the
most successful, quickest, and therefore
most economical approach is likely to be
the lowest level of intervention that works.

PROPERTY
OCCUPIED

Enforced sale
Empty Dwelling
Management Order

Owner occupation
Open market sale
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Using a range of tools, including informal
advice and guidance, and those outlined in the
previous section, the council is now delivering
a service that addresses empty properties on
a reactive and proactive basis.
Reactive service
Birmingham City Council has traditionally
provided a reactive service in relation to empty
properties, which responds to referrals from
the public and follows procedures for bringing
homes back into use. Reactive cases are
generally more time intensive than proactive
cases as there tends to be a greater need for
initial enforcement activity such as refuse
removal and boarding up.
Reactive referrals of empty properties are
dealt with immediately regardless of the length
of time a property has been empty. The team
typically deals with twenty such referrals a
month and will continue to give these cases a
high priority.
Proactive service
Figure three illustrated that close to half of all
empty properties are brought back into use
each year, and by far the majority of these
(79.3 per cent) are properties that are empty
less than three years. Properties that have
been empty for longer than three years are
therefore much less likely to be brought back
into use without intervention from the council,
and it is therefore appropriate to target
specific proactive interventions at properties
that have been empty for over three years.
Wherever the threshold is set for proactive
intervention, there needs to be a two-pronged
approach:
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A Investigation of all properties as they trip
over the threshold on an annual basis.
B A backlog clearing exercise targeting all
properties that have been empty for longer
than the threshold.
Clearly the decision as to where to set the
threshold has to be guided by the available
resource.
With the current resource of six empty property
officers working across the city, a reactive
service is provided as well as a proactive
service with the threshold set at five years.
Once the backlog had been cleared, this
resource will be sufficient to provide a reactive
and proactive service with the threshold set
initially at four years, then three years.
Maintaining an up to date and continually
improving database
Maintaining an up to date and continually
improving database is crucial to deliver an
effective service addressing empty homes.
Since 2003 we have developed our
relationship with Council Tax division enabling
the provision of regular and comprehensive
information, including property owners’ names
and addresses.
Information on empty properties from Council
Tax records is crucial if we are to:
 accurately gauge the extent of the problem
 set specific, measurable, achievable,
relevant and time bound targets for
reducing the number of problem empty
properties
 measure progress.

Proactive advice and assistance
Long-term (five or more years) empty property
addresses that appear on the database are
selected for action. Enquiries are made with
the owners, if known, to find out their
intentions for the property. Where owners
cannot immediately be traced this information
is sought through neighbours or the Land
Registry.
General advice is offered with regard to such
matters as repairs, finding prospective tenants
and accessing professional advice. This advice
and assistance service is being continually
developed and includes an information pack
outlining the options available to owners
around sale and renting. This pack, which
includes an Owners’ Handbook is available
by contacting the Empty Property Team.
Their contact details are in appendix one at
the back of this document. This can also
be seen on the council’s website
www. birmingham.gov.uk/housing
Though the housing service remains
committed to investigating every empty
property reported to it, particular emphasis
is placed on proactively seeking out
properties that have been empty for five
years or longer, wherever they may be.
Between April 2005 and March 2007, 256
BVPI64 qualifying empty properties were
returned to use as a direct result of the
Private Sector Empty Property Team’s
interventions. A further target has now been
set aiming to further reduce the number of
BVPI64 qualifying private sector empty
properties by 1,250 by 2012.
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The role of councilors
Councilors are our link with the community and
their ability to publicise this issue is
invaluable. With their political and civic links,
councilors can promote partnerships within the
community, and thus play a major role in
maintaining a high profile for the Empty
Property Strategy.
Landlords’ Forum
Professional and private landlords are key
players in ensuring private sector properties
are reoccupied. They are also likely to provide
a major part of the market in the purchase of
empty properties returned for sale, while also
providing information regarding market
conditions. Their active engagement will
therefore be encouraged through our private
rented sector services.
Links with other local authorities and
national bodies
The sharing of information and ideas regarding
the problems associated with empty property
is beneficial to the country as a whole and will
undoubtedly assist the government in updating
its nationwide strategy.
It is essential that Birmingham be kept
informed and updated regarding the
development of any successful empty property
initiatives that are put into effect by other local
authorities and national bodies. To this end
Birmingham’s empty property officers will
continue their association forums such as the
West Midlands Empty Property Officers’ Group,
the National Association of Empty Property
Practitioners (NAEPP), the Empty Homes
Agency and the West Midlands Accelerated
Improvement Forum.
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Percentage of private sector homes empty for
more than six months (H18)
Measuring the percentage of private sector
empty properties is a measure of outcome
rather than output, in that it counts the overall
number of long-term empty properties, not the
amount returned to use by the local authority.
In 2006/7 our performance had improved to
2.07 per cent. This is actually lower than the
minimum percentage figure classed as
acceptable.

Performance indictors are designed to give
a sense of how well local government is
performing, offering tangible evidence to the
public and the media of what is going on. Files
of evidence must be prepared for audit
purposes in support of the figures submitted.
Birmingham City Council reports against three
national indicators relating to empty homes.
These are Best Value performance indictor 64
and CPA housing performance indicators H18
and H23.

Figure ten: Key performance indicators related to BVPI64 and CPA indicators H18 and H23
Measures

2004/5

2005/6

2006/7

Lower
threshhold

Upper
threshhold

Performance
level

Percentage of private sector homes empty
for more than six months (H18)

3.29

2.53

2.07

3.13

2.3

Very
positive

Private sector empty properties returned to
use or demolished as a percentage of total
relevant empty properties (H23)

0.68

0.98

1.46

1.01

6.02

Within CPA
target

Private sector empty properties returned to use or
demolished as a percentage of total relevant
empty properties (H23)
Consistent with our improving performance
elsewhere, the table shows our performance
against this indicator, as in the previous two
years, has improved again. We are confident
that with the Private Sector Empty Property
Team now well established, we will continue to
perform well against both of these indicators.
It should also be noted that many properties,
which would not have been promptly returned
to use without the interventions of the team,
have not been counted as hits against this
indicator as they do not qualify under the
stringent criteria of these indicators. The next
section outlines a local performance indicator,
which has been developed to capture these.
Local performance indicators
Local authorities are free to develop their own
local performance indicators, which can be
used to report locally in addition to the
national indicators. Local performance
indicators can be helpful in keeping local
authority members and the local community
informed on progress against local priorities.
The advantage of local performance indicators
is that they can be developed to follow local
priorities more closely.
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BVPI64 non-qualifying
As mentioned previously, many private sector
properties returned to use by the Empty
Property Team can’t currently be counted as
hits, as the level of intervention is not deemed
adequate under the stringent criteria of
BVPI64. Nevertheless, the team dedicates
time and resources to achieving these results
and these low level interventions undoubtedly
have an impact. To reflect this, a local
performance indicator has been set up to
2012.
Family-sized homes (three or more bedrooms) in
Council Tax bands A to C
Though Council Tax records indicate that
82 per cent of empty properties fall within
council tax bands A to C, information about
property type and bedroom numbers is
frequently incomplete. Empty property officers
are now trying to fully gather this information
themselves, with a focus on ensuring that
60 per cent of private sector properties
returned to use have three or more bedrooms
and are in Council Tax bands A to C. Measures
to ensure this target can be accurately
monitored are in place.
Number of empty homes returned to use in the
Urban Living area and East Birmingham HMA
The latest Survey of English Housing (Bedroom
Standard) results, released in October 2006,
show that 60 per cent of households in
Birmingham, which have an occupancy rating
of two or more rooms below the standard, are
in the North West Birmingham and East
Birmingham Housing Market Areas. This
correlates with concentrations of black and
ethic minority households.
Additional emphasis is now being placed on
returning properties to use in these two HMAs,
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both of which currently have relatively high
levels of overcrowding and empty homes.
We have introduced two new local
performance indicators designed to ensure
that at least 20 per cent of all properties
returned to use are in each of these two HMAs
– a total of 40 per cent across the city.
All of the local performance indicators
developed as part of the strategy have been
agreed and integrated into the department’s
wider performance management programme.
Across all of the measures targeted in the
private sector empty properties action plan,
the long-term feasibility of targets is
difficult to predict. It is believed that as the
increased level of publicity and proactivity
now being dedicated to the issue is
sustained, the number of problematic,
long-term empty homes will gradually
reduce. The exact extent of this effect is of
course impossible to predict. It is for this
reason that the strategy targets will be
reviewed annually to ensure targets remain
realistic but challenging.
Objectives and key actions for council stock
2007/8 and beyond
Our key aim in 2007/8 and beyond remains to
ensure a consistently high level of service
provision is available to our customers across
the city. This involves ensuring that the service
is equal to that of excellent performing
authorities recognised by the Audit
Commission. To achieve this we will ensure
that all divisions and teams within the
department whose work impacts on the empty
properties and lettings service, together with
our repair partners, work to move the service
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forward. We are now pursuing challenging
targets to further improve the service.
Objectives – 2007/8
 To reduce and sustain the average time
taken to repair and re-let ordinary empty
properties to 36 days or less.
 Seven-five per cent of empty properties to
be let first time. This is a 10 per cent
increase on the 2006/7 target.
 Ensure that by March 2008 all empty
properties are repaired to the Birmingham
Empty Property Repair Standard. (Standard
currently being reviewed)
 Increased customer satisfaction with 90
per cent or above satisfaction for the
standard of empty properties.
 To introduce a package of measures to
reduce the number of long-term empty
properties in less popular sheltered
schemes.
 To support the Housing Strategy, corporate
strategy and other citywide programmes.
In order to deliver on these objectives, a
number of key actions have been identified.

arrangement supported by tenant
inspectors.
 Improve partnering arrangements with the
contractor.
 Create more challenging and differential
performance targets.
 Implement the revised Allocations Policy.

 Work with our repairs partners to improve
performance in the repair of empty
properties.
 Ensure all diversity issues are addressed
within the empty properties and lettings
service.
 Develop a constant and comprehensive
approach to dealing with hard to let
properties.
The Birmingham City Council Empty
Properties and Lettings Action Plan details
nine SMART actions designed to ensure that
these key objectives are developed to
deliver an efficient, consistent, customer
focused empty properties and lettings
service citywide.

Key actions 2007/8
 Find premises where council officers can
be located in the same place as the
contractor to manage the whole process of
registering applicants and letting
properties, the strategic planning of supply
and demand and marketing strategies for
hard to let properties.
 Review the Birmingham Empty Property
Repair Standard and ensure it is available
in appropriate formats for people with
visual, hearing or reading difficulties.
 Implement an improved quality assurance
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Empty Homes Action Plan

Empty Homes Action Plan (private sector)

Increasing the supply of affordable housing to meet the needs of Birmingham and the West Midlands region

Increasing the supply of affordable housing to meet the needs of Birmingham and the West Midlands region

Links to other strategies and plans and LOCAL
national housing policy objectives
Council Plan
Community Strategy
Housing Strategy
Homelessness Strategy
Supporting People
HRA Business Plan
3-Star Action Plan

Supporting actions – private sector

Partner organisations

Private Landlords’ Forum, Empty Homes Agency, Home Improvement Agency

Headline targets (private sector)

Target
2006/7

Actual
2006/7

Target
2007/8

Target
2008/9

Target
2009/10

Target
2010/11

Target
2011/12

Reduce the number of BVPI64
qualifying empty properties in the city 125
by 1,250 by the year 2012

156

175

200

250

250

250

60 per cent of properties returned to
use citywide are family-sized empty
homes (three or more bedrooms) in
Council Tax bands A to C

N/A

N/A

60
per cent

60
per cent

60
per cent

60
per cent

60
per cent

20 per cent of all empty properties
returned to use citywide to be in the
Urban Living area

N/A

N/A
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40

50

50

50

20 per cent of all empty properties
returned to use citywide to be in East
Birmingham HMA

N/A

N/A

35

40

50

50

50

Number of properties returned to use
through lower level of intervention not
N/A
deemed adequate to qualify under
BVPI64 definition
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REGIONAL
NATIONAL
West Midlands Regional Housing Decent Homes
Strategy
E-Government
Tackling Social Exclusion
West Midlands Empty Property Sustainable Communities
Officers’ Group
Affordable Warmth

N/A

100

100

100

100

100

Action
No.

Action description

Measurable target

Outcome

By when

Responsibility

Continue to produce
individual letters
offering advice to the
owners of long-term
empty homes.

To establish
dialogue with the
owners of all
properties empty
for five years or
longer.

Owners are made
aware of all possible
options available to
bring about
occupation of the
property.

Monthly

Principal
Empty Property
enforcement
Team
officer

Improve cross
boundary working
between Midlands
local authorities.

To hold an annual
cross boundary
empty properties
seminar to be
hosted by
Birmingham’s
Empty Property
Team.

To increase expert
input into policy
March 2008
and practice and
then annually
contribute towards a
learning organisation.

Strategy
manager

Identify long-term,
problematic empty
properties to be
targeted through
enforced sale.

Monthly updated list
to Legal Services
identifying suitable
properties for
action.

Legal Services
contribution towards
15th of each
Empty Homes Strategy
month
via enforcement
action.

Quarterly
report
Empty Property
to Divisional
Team
Management
Team

To ensure the use of
Town and Country
Planning Act 1990
(section 215).

Complete
broadening of the
powers to serve
notice under this
act to include empty
property officers.

Full utilisation of a
tool available to
encourage the return
to use of empty
properties.

1

2

Monitoring

Update to
Divisional
Management
Team

3

4

December 2007 Legal Services

Update to
Divisional
Management
Team
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5
Continuously develop
and sustain up to
date knowledge of
best practice through
ongoing research
and liaison with
appropriate external
agencies.

To consider introducing
at least one best
practice or innovative
idea to monthly team
meetings.

Investigation of all
reported empty
properties and
proactive
investigation of all
identified long-term
empty properties.

Continue to reactively
investigate all reports
received, whilst also
monitoring and
reviewing points at
which proactive
intervention in
long-term empty
properties can be
reduced from five years
empty to four years.

6

7

Full review of publicity
material and means by
which we publicise the
service we offer to
To promote ways in customers, including:
which the public can  exploring text
messaging potential
report empty homes.
 adding empty property
information on front
page of council
website.

To assist the council
to become a learning
organisation and
improve performance
around reducing the
number of empty
homes in the city. To
ensure information
sharing around best
practice.

9

Monthly
team
meeting

To ensure a sustained
drive in reducing the
numbers of empty
Monthly
properties both
reported by the public
and identified by
Council Tax records.

To raise awareness of
the empty homes issue
and help ensure empty
homes targets are
Jan 2008
met.
Customer involvement
and satisfaction
improved.

Empty
Property
Team

Empty
Property
Team

Quarterly
report to
Divisional
Management
Team

Principal
enforcement
officer

10

Monthly meetings,
Formal, ongoing staff during which, a
training programme proportion of time
to include equality
will be dedicated to
training for all staff. identifying staff
training needs.

Empty property staff
operating in a learning
environment, equipped Monthly
with up to date
techniques.

Preparation of
quarterly empty
property monitoring
report and
performance report
to City Housing
Partnership.

Update on all
aspects of the
To support 3-Star
team’s ongoing work Action Plan.
and new initiatives.

Annual review of
strategy targets and
action plan.

Review action plan
and targets to
To support 3-Star
ensure they remain
Action Plan.
SMART and
challenging.

11

Principal
Empty Property
enforcement
Team
officer

Report to be
Principal
submitted each enforcement
quarter
officer

Annual review

Strategy
manager/
head of private
sector housing

Updates to City
Housing
Partnership

Annual report
to Divisonal
Management
Team

Update to
Communications Divisional
manager
Management
Team

8
Identify high
performing
authorities to help
us improve our
performance.
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Liaise and meet with
Sheffield City Council,
the only council
reporting a lower
percentage of private
sector empty properties
than Birmingham.

Proactive steps taken
to ensure effective
methods employed
Jan 2008
elsewhere are also
being used within
Birmingham.

Strategy
manager

Update to
Divisional
Management
Team
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Birmingham City Council empty properties and lettings action plan
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Developing an efficient, consistent, customer focused empty properties and lettings service citywide
Supporting actions – public sector
Action
No.

Action description

Measurable target

Outcome

Provide a consistent,
quality empty
properties and
lettings service
citywide.

Co-locate empty
properties and
lettings teams with
the contractor and
review all existing
procedures.

Customers will
receive a standard
level of service
provision wherever
they live in the city.

Review the Empty
Property Repair
Standard.

Implement a revised
standard that all
properties will be
repaired to, which
has been agreed
with resident
representatives.

All empty properties
will be repaired to a
consistent standard. March
2008
New tenants will be
aware of this standard
at the point of letting.

1

2

3
Improve the
partnering
arrangements with
our repairs
contractors.

4
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With the contractor
repairing properties
Develop the working
to the revised Empty
relationship with the
Property Repair
contractor to
Standard, there will
minimise the
be a reduced number
requirement for
of joint inspections
joint inspections.
when properties first
become empty.

A revised Allocation
Policy will be
implemented
Implement a revised
citywide supported
Allocation Policy with
by new procedures,
supporting
trained staff and a
procedures.
revised customer
friendly application
form.

The registration of
new applicants will
comply with all
current legislation
and city priorities.
The policy will be
applied consistently
citywide.

By when

Responsibility

Monitoring

December
2007

Divisional
housing
manager
– empty
properties

Updates to
Divisional
Management
Team

Divisional
housing
manager
– empty
properties

Updates to
Divisional
Management
Team and
City Housing
Liaison Board

March
2008

Divisional
housing
manager
– empty
properties

Improve the quality
of information given
to our customers in
relation to all
aspects of assessing
needs, empty
properties and
lettings.

Review all literature
currently issued to
customers and
ensure they meet
the needs of all
customers.

All literature will be
up to date, clear and
concise and will meet
the needs of all
sections of our
communities.

Provide an improved
service for dealing
with customers’
medical needs in
relation to housing.

Review the medical
assessment and
Disabled Persons
Housing Register
processes. Make
best use of
adaptations
currently within the
stock. Set clear
targets for all
processes.

Medical applications
will be assessed
quickly and
consistently. Aids
December
and adaptations will
2007
be recycled where
practical, if they have
to be removed from
a property.

6

7

All new tenants will
Introduce a preferred
Roll out the current be able to easily sign
energy supplier
pilot project
up with the energy
process across the
citywide.
supplier at the point
city.
of letting.

8
Divisional
Management
Team

Divisional
housing
manager –
empty
properties/
communications
manager

Updates to
Divisional
Management
Team

Divisional
housing
manager
– empty
properties

Updates to
Divisional
Management
Team

March
2008

Divisional
housing
manager
– empty
properties

Updates to
Divisional
Management
Team

Monthly
monitoring
reports

Monthly
monitoring
reports

March
2008

Reduce the number
of long-term empty
properties in the
city.

Implement
improved processes
and closer
monitoring of
long-term empty
properties,
including marketing
of hard to let
properties.

A reduction in the
empty property rent
loss for long-term
empty properties.

March
2008

Divisional
housing
manager
– empty
properties

Improve the
turnaround times
for ordinary empty
properties to meet
current targets.

Implement improved
monitoring and audit
processes. Review
all existing
processes to
minimise delays.

Empty property
turnaround for all
March
districts will improve
2008
and the city BVPI
target will be achieved.

Divisional
housing
manager
– empty
properties

9
April
2008

Updates to
Head of housing Divisional
needs
Management
Team
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Birmingham City Council Private Sector Empty Property Team

June 2004 wards with HMA boundaries
WARDS COVERED
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EMAIL

TELEPHONE NUMBER

MOBILE NUMBER

Erdington, Stockland Green,
Sutton Four Oaks,
emptyproperty@birmingham.gov.uk
Sutton New Hall,
Sutton Trinity,
Sutton Vesey, Tyburn.

0121 303 7978

07766 924 370

Longbridge, Kings Norton,
Moseley and Kings Heath,
Northfield, Weoley Castle.

emptyproperty@birmingham.gov.uk

0121 303 4703

07917 172 236

Aston, Bournville,
Kingstanding, Ladywood,
Lozells and East
Handsworth, Nechells,
Oscott, Perry Barr,
Selly Oak, Soho.

emptyproperty@birmingham.gov.uk

0121 303 7771

07920 088 539

Bartley Green,
Edgbaston, Harborne,
Quinton, Springfield.

emptyproperty@birmingham.gov.uk

0121 303 7063

07920 088 538

Acocks Green, Brandwood,
Billesley, Sparkbrook.

emptyproperty@birmingham.gov.uk

0121 303 7063

07766 924 106

Bordesley Green,
Hall Green, Hodge Hill,
Shard End, Sheldon,
South Yardley, Stechford
and Yardley North,
Washwood Heath.

emptyproperty@birmingham.gov.uk

0121 303 7978

07920 088 540
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If you would like the Empty
Property Strategy in Braille,
large print or on audiotape,
please call 0121 303 7978

